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This "Easter" was really heated overall with the enemy, and they capped the last day of their "Passover" with what again appears to be an attack they conducted on themselves. In California they have killed one jew in a Synagogue, and 3 were left injured (13 Numerological value here, which deals with misfortune for the jews, and they, in particular, hate this number). Among these was a Rabbi.

Now those who have spiritual perception know how much negative and death energy they are raising in these days. Poetic justice? False flag + Poetic justice? Whatever the case, this has some depth to it, and great work on the spiritual offensive to everyone.

The shooting was reported at 12 AM Orthodox time zone, and exactly at the height of the Easter Rituals for the "Resurrection of Christ", give and take 1 hour before or later. This includes the Orthodox Christian countries except for Russia which are around Jerusalem. The timing is simply uncanny here. This is done also exactly 6 months as the media claims, after the "Pittsburgh" shooting. They also use the number 11 in the news as per usual, to tie in this event with the other one.

As we all should know, the jews have it in for nothing to kill a few jews to promote their agenda forward. See Stalin, present-day Israel, Trotsky, Lenin and so forth. They pull these kinds of stunts.

It appears the sacrifices they were doing against innocents this year, didn't quite 'fire' properly. So good job on anyone doing the RTRs, too.

Personally, I believe this is symbolic. The enemy had to do a lot of self-damage only to state the evident, and evoke a lot of mercy and otherwise energy. So, the conclusions are two: they are pressed, and they will need it. In particular this also ties into 2020 and the importance of the upcoming year.

The last day of "Passover" which is a "Deliverance" From the "Power of the Goyim", they kill one of their own to funnel the ritual, or because their protection is giving in, or both.

The media in regards to the event also made a mention of the shooters’ "White" Nationality. Supposedly if jews pretend to be "White", why did they name him as
"White"? Because they want to tie this into White supremacism, and related crimes, as per usual. When it fits, the jews are "White" (when they do inside jobs to blame White people). On the other hand, when they are 'harmed' by anyone, they are "White" and so forth.

The name of the shooter was "John Earnest". For whatever reason, he just turned himself in instantly after the shooting which in the case of paranoid killers, that is really weird. From reports he didn't even try to run away or anything.

Of course the news will just whine about these jews for at least 60 billion years now, because jews own the media. As about to millions of Americans living under bridges nobody will of course say one word. It's like 20,000 children died from poverty today but one jew died, and the jew is the important topic for us to focus on, and his "White oppressor".

In the west we call these things "hate crimes", as for 300 Palestinians dying in some given days for reasons that have nothing to do with war, these are "Crimes for peace", Israel's peace of course. These don't even deserve media coverage, but to get sunk beneath the heap of posts about Paris Hilton's fart the other day.

https://www.foxnews.com/us/california-synagogue-shooting-suspect-identified-1-dead-3-injured-including-rabbi-authorities-say